In two recent papers, Facchinei 7] and Facchinei and Kanzow 8] have shown that for a continuously di erentiable P 0 -function f , the nonlinear complementarity problem NCP(f " ) corresponding to the regularization f " (x) := f (x) + "x has a unique solution for every " > 0, that dist (x("); SOL(f)) ! 0 as " ! 0 when the solution set SOL(f) of NCP(f) is nonempty and bounded, and NCP(f) is stable if and only if the solution set is nonempty and bounded. They prove these results via the the Fischer function and the Mountain Pass Theorem. In this paper, we generalize these NCP results to a Box Variational Inequality Problem corresponding to a continuous P 0 -function where the regularization is described by an integral. We also describe an upper semicontinuity property of the inverse of a weakly univalent function and study its consequences.
Introduction
Consider a continuous function f : R n ! R n and a rectangular box K in R n . Then the Box Variational Inequality Problem, denoted by BVI(f; K), is to nd an x 2 K such that hf(x ); x ? x i 0 for all x 2 K: (1) When K = R n + , this problem reduces to the nonlinear complementarity problem NCP(f): Find x 2 R n such that x 0; f(x ) 0; and hf(x ); x i = 0: We say that f is a P 0 (P)-function if for every pair (x; y) with x 6 = y, Generalizing earlier results for monotone functions, Facchinei 7] and Facchinei and Kanzow 8] have shown the following in the NCP setting: Consider a continuously di erentiable P 0 -function f and its Tikhonov regularization f " (x) := f(x) + "x. Then (a) NCP(f " ) has a unique solution x(") for each " > 0;
(b) When the solution set SOL(f) of NCP(f) is nonempty and bounded, dist (x("); SOL(f)) ! 0 as " ! 0;
(c) SOL(f) is stable if and only if it is nonempty and bounded. Although item (a) follows from a result of Megiddo and Kojima (Thm. 3.4, 17] ), the way of proving these results in the cited papers via the the Fischer function and the Mountain Pass Theorem is quite interesting and novel. In a related paper, D. Sun 21] carries out an algorithmic analysis of a continuously di erentiable P 0 complementarity problem via regularization techniques.
In this paper, we generalize the results of Facchinei and Kanzow in several ways. We consider a BVI instead of a NCP, assume only continuous P 0 -property of f, and deal with integral regularizations of the xed point map of BVI (1) ? "x ? "s e)gd (s) where e is the vector of ones in R n , and is a Borel measure on R. Our analysis is based on degree theory and the classical result that a coercive local homeomorphism of R n is a global homeomorphism of R n . In contrast to our theoretical analysis, H.-D. Qi 18] makes an algorithmic study of a BVI with a continuously di erentiable P 0 -function via the mountain pass theorem and the normal map.
2 Preliminary results 2.1 P and P 0 -properties Throughout this paper, K denotes a rectangular box in R n , i.e.,
where each K i is a closed interval in R. It is well known that BVI(f; K) is equivalent to nding a zero of the ( xed point map) b
where K denotes the (orthogonal) projection onto K. We note that when K = R n + (the nonnegative orthant),
where`^' denotes the componentwise minimum of vectors involved. 
and for any compact set E, there is a constant C such that
We also note that when K = R n + and is the point mass at the origin (so that In this section, we establish the P and P 0 -properties of b f " and b F " given by (5) and (6) .
Proposition 1 For a continuous function f : R n ! R n , let (x) := x ? K (x ? f(x)), (x; "; s) := x ? K (x ? f(x) ? "se) (s 2 R; " > 0), and (x; "; s) := x ? K (x ? f(x) ? "x ? "se) (s 2 R; " > 0). Then (a) (x) and (x; ; s) are P-functions (P 0 -functions) in x (for xed s and ") whenever f is a P-function (P 0 -function), (b) (x; "; s) is a P-function in x (for xed s and ") when f is a P 0 -function. Proof. (a) Assume that f is a P-function. Let By considering all possible values of the quantities involved in the above expression, we can check (see for example, Appendix 1) that the above inequality cannot hold. We conclude that is a P-function. A similar argument shows that is a P 0 -function when f is a P 0 -function. Since f is a P (P 0 )-function if and only if f(x) + "es is a P (P 0 )-function, we get the stated assertion about (x; "; s). Thus we have (a). Item (b) is proved by applying (a) to the P-function f(x)+"x. The univalence (i.e., one-to-one) assertion follows from the P-property. 2 In the result below, we identify a condition under which b f " is a P-function. Proposition 3 Suppose f is a P 0 -function and for each i, the closed interval K i is either bounded below or above, and does not vanish on any in nite interval. Then b f " is a P-function. Proof. Let x 6 = y. From Remark 1 and the previous proposition we know that for some index i, Remark 3 Let f be a P 0 -function. Let (x) : R n ! R n be a function whose ith component function i is a function of x i only and that it is strictly increasing in this variable. Then it is easily veri ed that for any " > 0, f(x) + " (x) is a P-function. In particular f(x) + " (x) is a P-function where is given, for some (disjoint) index sets I, J, and an x 2 R n , by Remark 4 It follows from the above corollary that if a weakly univalent function g : R n ! R n is proper (that is, inverse image of any compact set is compact), then it is onto.
To see our next consequence, consider a P 0 -function f. We now state an upper semicontinuity property of the solution set of a BVI.
Corollary 4 Let f be a continuous P 0 -function and q 2 R n . Let BVI(f; K; q) and SOL(f; K; q) denote, respectively, the box variational inequality problem corresponding to the function f(x) + q on K and its solution set. Suppose that for q 2 R n , SOL(f; K; q ) is nonempty and bounded.
Then for each " > 0, there exists a > 0 such that ; 6 = SOL(f; K; q) SOL(f; K; q ) + "B (13) for all q with jjq ? q jj < . In particular, SOL(f; K; q) is nonempty, connected, and (uniformly) bounded for all q in a neighborhood of q . Proof. In the previous corollary, we put K = R n + , q = 0, and take q < 0 su ciently close to zero. Then SOL(f; R n + ; q) is nonempty and every solution u in SOL(f; R n + ; q) satis es u 0 and f(u) ?q > 0. By continuity we produce an x satisfying the above listed properties. 2 Remark 7 In the above corollary we considered an NCP. The BVI version reads as follows. This can be seen by taking q 2 ?int(0 + K) that is close to zero and applying (13) to get a solution x of SOL(f; K; q). The inequality (1) shows that f(x ) + q 2 (0 + K) from which we get the stated properties of x . Now consider a continuous monotone f so that for all x; y, hf(x) ? f(y); x ? yi 0:
In this setting, it is well known that NCP(f) is solvable with a bounded solution set whenever it has a strictly feasible solution (see 
A coercivity property
We saw in Proposition 2 that for a continuous P 0 -function f, b 
] 0 for all k. For simplicity we may take i = 1 and note that jx k 1 j ! 1. We assume without loss of generality, x k 1 converges either to 1 or to ?1. Suppose that x k 1 goes to 1. Then the above inequality shows (assuming x k 1 > 0 for all k) that f 1 (x k ) is bounded below by := inf k f 1 (y k ). Now consider Note that some of these sets may be empty. When K 1 is bounded, in view of (R) = 1, the integral (14) behaves like x k 1 and hence goes to in nity as k ! 1. When K 1 = R, the integral reduces to f 1 (x k ) + "x k 1 + "C where C is a constant. Since f 1 (x k ) is bounded below, even in this case also, the integral goes to in nity. Now consider the case when K 1 is bounded below but not above. Then C k is empty, the integral in (14) for all k large. Hence the integral in (14) exceeds x k 1 + constant. It follows that the integral goes to in nity as k ! 1. Similar arguments can be used when K 1 is unbounded below but bounded above. Thus we have shown that as
The proof that ( b F " ) 1 (x k ) ! ?1 as x k 1 ! ?1 is similar; we omit the details. Thus we have shown that for any sequence fx k g going to in nity in the norm, f b F " (x k )g goes to in nity in the norm through a subsequence. This proves that for any such sequence fx k g, jj b F " (x k )jj ! 1 as k ! 1. We are now ready for our main result.
Theorem 2 Let f : R n ! R n be a continuous P 0 -function and let b F " be as in (6) . Then the following statements hold: Now suppose that each interval K i is bounded below. Suppose we have (iii) and that the solution set is unbounded. We proceed as in the proof of (i) =) (ii). Since in this setting, the index set J is empty, we see that resulting function f(x) + (x) satis es the linear stability condition for small . As before we get a contradiction when BVI(f + ; K) has a solution for small . This completes the proof. 2
By specializing K and , one could get various special cases of the above theorem. In particular, by taking K = R n + , and as the point mass at the origin, we get the following generalization of Facchinei and Kanzow results (mentioned in the Introduction) for continuous P 0 -functions in the NCP setting.
Corollary 6 Consider NCP(f) where f is a continuous P 0 -function. Let f " (x) = f(x) + "x.
Then the following hold.
(a) For each " > 0, NCP(f " ) has a unique solution x(") and moreover, the mapping " 7 ! x(") is continuous on (0; 1). This completes the proof of the Lemma. 2 Concluding remarks In this paper, based on a result of Banach and Mazur, and on degree theory, we have generalized some results of Facchinei and Kanzow. These generalizations deal with integral regularizations of the xed point map corresponding to a box variational inequality problem. The ideas of the paper can be used in other contexts as well. For example, one could study regularizations based on the normal map and on smoothing. Such a study will be carried out in a separate paper.
